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ULTRA HIGH POTENCY 7,500 MG BLEND
Experience the unparalleled adventure of Wunder's Entheogenic Mind Trip Gummies, now available in 
tantalizing Strawberry Banana flavor. These extraordinary gummies redefine the boundaries of possibility 
and transport you to a mesmerizing realm of enchantment—all without the use of psilocybin. Prepare for a 
mind-bending escapade as reality takes on a kaleidoscopic twist. Indulge your taste buds in the delightful 
fusion of strawberry and banana, while your senses awaken to a surreal symphony of vibrant hues and 
dazzling sensations. Embrace the euphoria and let your imagination soar as you delve into the captivating 

journey that defies logic and invites boundless exploration.

ULTRA HIGH POTENCY 7,500MG BLEND + 1,500MG KAVA EXTRACT
Our High Potency Kavalactone Infused Entheogenic Mind Trip Gummies were designed to allow for a deep sense of 
physical relaxation while igniting the mind in an extraordinary fusion that transcends boundaries of a fungi only 
blend. Crafted with a proprietary selection of mushrooms, botanical extracts, visionary ingredients, and soothing high 
potency kavalactone's, these mind altering gummies deliver euphoric sensations and unlock inner exploration. Dive 
into each juicy Grape bite and explore vibrant colors dancing and perception shifts while embracing a transformative 
journey within. Each blissful bite is a synergy of high performing kavalactones, mushrooms and entheogens elevating 
your sense to new heights. Unleash the extraordinary within you and let your mind soar into uncharted possibilities 

with each dose.

GRAPE
FLAVORED

STRAWNANA
FLAVORED

ULTRA HIGH POTENCY 7,500MG BLEND + 20MG THCP
Unlock a new level of Wunderland with Sour Apple-flavored Entheogenic Mind Trip Gummies. Crafted 
without psilocybin, these extraordinary gummies combine the high-potency cannabinoid THCP to create a 
mind-expanding fusion that transcends perception. Prepare for an exhilarating adventure where 
consciousness transforms, vibrant colors come alive, and euphoria flourishes. Indulge in each delectable 
bite and unlock extraordinary sensations within your mind. Let the Sour Apple flavor tantalize your taste 
buds as you transcend the ordinary with Entheogenic Mind Trip Gummies, exploring the limitless 

possibilities of your inner world.

SOUR APPLE
FLAVORED

WARNING - THESE PRODUCTS ARE DESIGNED FOR THE EXPERIENCED USER.

We encourage you to familiarize yourself with our unique Entheogenic 
Mind Trip Blends before diving off into heavier doses. Start slow and 
then progress into your desired vibration. Once comfortable, you can 
mix and match experiences to reach your own version of Wonderland. 
Affects may come on as quickly as 30 min to an hour from ingestion. 

Remember… you can always eat more, but never less.
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